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Abstract
Disruptions in attention, salience and increased distractibility are implicated in multiple psychiatric
conditions. The ventral tegmental area (VTA) is a potential site for converging information about
external stimuli and internal states to be integrated and guide adaptive behaviours. Given the dual
role of dopamine signals in both driving ongoing behaviours (e.g. feeding) and monitoring salient
environmental stimuli, understanding the interaction between these functions is crucial. Here we
investigate VTA neuronal activity during distraction from ongoing feeding. We developed a task to
assess distraction exploiting self-paced licking in rats. Rats trained to lick for saccharin were given a
distraction test, in which three consecutive licks within 1 second triggered a random distractor (e.g.
light and tone stimulus). On each trial they were quantified as distracted or not based on the length
of their pauses in licking behaviour. We expressed GCaMP6s in VTA neurons and used fibre
photometry to record calcium fluctuations during this task as a proxy for neuronal activity. Distractor
stimuli caused rats to interrupt their consumption of saccharin, a behavioural effect which quickly
habituated with repeat testing. VTA neural activity showed consistent increases to distractor
presentations and, furthermore, these responses were greater on distracted trials compared to nondistracted trials. Interestingly, neural responses show a slower habituation than behaviour with
consistent VTA responses seen to distractors even after they are no longer distracting. These data
highlight the complex role of the VTA in maintaining ongoing appetitive and consummatory behaviours
while also monitoring the environment for salient stimuli.
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Introduction
To operate effectively in an unpredictable world it is essential for animals to learn to pursue rewards
and avoid potential threats and punishments. This requires both moment-to-moment monitoring of
environmental stimuli and longer-term learning and memory processes. In this framework, it is critical
that a balance exists between continuing to engage in rewarding behaviour (such as maintaining
ongoing behaviour such as feeding) whilst also maintaining vigilance (monitoring the environment for
potential new opportunities or threats).
This exploitation/exploration conflict is a vital part of adaptive behaviour in animals and humans.
Deciding when to switch current behavioural output towards other stimuli in a changing environment
is a central tenet of behavioural flexibility (Haluk & Floresco, 2009; Floresco, 2013). Adapting to
changing environments is crucial to ensure that behaviours such as feeding are efficient and
immediate survival needs are met but without leaving an animal vulnerable to danger such as attack
from a predator. To achieve this, animals must be equipped with neural systems to both invigorate
and sustain behaviours resulting in positive outcomes whilst at the same time supressing those that
result in punishment (Cools et al., 2011). Classically, it is the dopamine system that has been
implicated in behavioural activation (Salamone et al., 2009) and reward (Wise, 2004; Schultz, 2007,
2017; Flagel et al., 2011). When learning about rewards, not only is dopamine responsible for
invigorating behavioural output but the precise timing of dopamine neuron firing encodes a ‘reward
prediction error’ (Schultz, 1997, 2002). Reward prediction error acts as a teaching signal to compare
expected and acquired rewards to promote learning and maximise reward. A related view of
dopamine describes it as the ‘flexibility transmitter’ and is involved in behavioural switching (Beeler et
al., 2014).
In uncertain environments, dopamine not only signals reward predictions but also encodes novel cues
which are seemingly neutral (not associated with any type of reinforcer) (Ljungberg et al., 1992;
Horvitz et al., 1997). In this case, short latency dopamine bursts (Redgrave et al., 1999) may signal
the potential importance or salience of stimuli to guide behaviour towards the most reinforcing actions
(Kakade & Dayan, 2002; Lisman & Grace, 2005). Midbrain dopamine encoding of novelty is important
for learning (Waelti et al., 2001) and optogenetic activation of dopamine neurons reproduces the
effects of novel stimuli, signalling new information and promoting reward learning (Steinberg et al.,
2013). Such responses to novel stimuli might favour exploration rather than exploitation of existing
resources when new information is available (Kakade & Dayan, 2002; Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka,
2009). Midbrain dopamine cell firing can encode an initial salience (intensity and importance) and
surprise (the presence of new or unexpected stimuli) prior to these stimuli becoming associated with
reward/value (Nomoto et al., 2010; Fiorillo et al., 2013). The dopamine system in particular seems to
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encode multiple aspects of reward environments across time, from salience to motivation to learned
associations (Bromberg-Martin, Matsumoto, & Hikosaka, 2010; Bromberg-Martin, Matsumoto,
Nakahara, et al., 2010). The VTA in particular is a potential hub for the integration of these multiplex
signals, where inputs from cortical and other areas (such as the serotonergic and glutamate neurons
of the dorsal raphe nucleus (Liu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019) may converge to modulate attention
and adaptive decision making.
The processes of attention and salience are key to the balance between exploiting current
opportunities and exploring others. When appropriately deployed, attention to salient stimuli allows
an animal to focus on a certain task while successfully monitoring the surrounding world to rapidly
switch behaviours if necessary. Exactly how the sensory aspects of stimuli are assimilated into
ongoing behaviour through learned associations is still not fully understood. While reacting to stimuli
in the outside world at appropriate times will act to protect an animal from danger, over-vigilance and
distraction by external stimuli is maladaptive and will lead to an animal failing to exploit environmental
resources effectively (Riccio et al., 2002; Moher et al., 2015).
Finally, it is important to recognise that plasticity and learning in this system is critical. As such, a
stimulus that might capture attention on its first presentation should, over repeated presentations
become less salient to an animal and thus become less likely to disrupt ongoing behaviour. Promoting
flexible approach behaviours involves rapid assimilation of external stimuli, at times from multiple
modalities, and decision making based on probabilities of opportunity, calculations of cost and effort
as well as balancing ongoing behaviours with possible future rewards from new opportunities.
Moreover, traits such as hyper-vigilance, inappropriate allocation of attention, disrupted novelty
detection and increased distraction in humans are hallmarks of several psychiatric diseases including
schizophrenia, post-traumatic stress disorder, addiction and anxiety disorders (Winton-Brown et al.,
2014).
Here, we have developed a behavioural paradigm in which we monitor rats’ ongoing consumption of
a palatable solution while presenting external, distracting stimuli that are triggered by their licking
behaviour. In the same rats, we recorded neural signals from VTA using fibre photometry. We aimed
to investigate how external distractors affect ongoing consumption and neural activity. Our
hypotheses are that presentation of external stimuli will lead to interruptions in ongoing licking
behaviour but that these interruptions will habituate over time. Furthermore, we predict that neural
activity in VTA will reflect aspects of the ongoing licking behaviour as well as responding to distracting
stimuli and, importantly, that whether an animal is distracted or not will be reflected in the neural
activity evoked by the stimulus.
.
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Materials and methods
Animals
Thirteen adult male Sprague Dawley rats were used in behavioural and photometry experiments
(Charles River, UK: 300g - 350g at time of surgery). One rat was removed from analysis because it
was not possible to make fibre photometry recordings on all test days. All rats were housed in pairs
in individually ventilated cages under temperature controlled conditions (21°C ± 2°C; 40-50%
humidity) and kept under 12 h light/dark cycle, with lights on at 07:00. Post-surgery, rats were housed
with bedding materials recommended by the NC3Rs and never single housed. Chow and water were
available ad libitum except for a brief period of food restriction (12 hours before the first training
session) and during experimental sessions when only saccharin solution was given (1 h per day). All
procedures were carried out under the appropriate UK government Home Office license authority
(PPL #70/8069) in accordance with the Animals [Scientific Procedures] Act (1986).

Virus injection and implant surgery
Rats were deeply anaesthetized using isoflurane (5% / 2 L/min for induction, 2% for maintenance).
The head was shaved and pre-operative analgesia was administered (bupivacaine 150 µL at incision
site and meloxicam 1 mg/kg s.c.). Rats were mounted in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments)
and a thermostatic blanket was used to maintain a stable body temperature throughout surgery (3738 °C). Constant monitoring of oxygen saturation and heart rate was performed with a pulse oximeter.
A scalp incision was made and a hole was drilled above the VTA for virus injection and fibre
implantation (from Bregma: AP: -5.8, ML: +0.7). In addition, holes were drilled anterior and posterior
to attach four anchor screws. A virus injection needle (10 μl Hamilton Syringe) was lowered into the
VTA (DV -8.1 mm, from dura) and 1 μl of virus (AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40, ~1.9x1013 GC/ml;
Penn Vector Core) was injected over 10 min using a syringe pump (11 Elite, Harvard Apparatus, CA).
A fibre optic cannula was implanted at DV -8.0 mm (0.1 mm above the virus injection site) (ThorLabs
CFM14L10, 400 μm, 0.39 NA, 10 mm, sterilized using ethylene oxide). A layer of radio-opaque dental
cement was used to seal screws and cannula in place (C&B Super-Bond, Prestige Dental) and a
headcap was formed using dental acrylic (DuraLay, Reliance Dental). Care was taken to leave
approximately 5 mm of the ferrule protruding for coupling to optical patch cable for later photometry
recordings. Rats were housed in pairs immediately following surgery and at least 4 weeks was allowed
post-surgery for virus expression before testing began.
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Fibre photometry
Fibre photometry equipment was similar to that reported elsewhere (Lerner et al., 2015) and consisted
of two fibre coupled light sources powered by LED drivers. A blue 470 nm LED (Thorlabs, M470F3)
and violet 405 nm LED (Thorlabs, M405F1) were sinusoidally modulated at 211 Hz and 539 Hz,
respectively, and passed through filters (470 nm and 405 nm). Both light paths were directed, via
dichroic mirrors positioned inside filter cubes (FMC4_AE(405)_E(460-490)_F(500-550)_S, Doric
Lenses), through a fibre optic patch cord (MFP_400/460/LWMJ-0.48_3.5m_FCM_MF2.5, Doric
Lenses). The patch cord was then mated, using a ceramic sleeve, to the implanted fibre optic cannula.
Emitted fluorescence was collected via the same fibre, through the patch cord and focused onto a
photoreceiver (2151, Newport). A signal processor (RZ5P; Tucker Davis Technologies) and Synapse
software (Tucker Davis Technologies) was used to control LEDs, to acquire the lowpass filtered signal
(3 Hz), and to perform on-line demodulation of the signal, separating isosbestic and calciummodulated responses. Demodulated signals were acquired at 1017 Hz. Behavioural events, such as
licks and distractors, were routed to this system as TTLs and acquired simultaneously.

Distraction testing
Behavioural experiments were carried out in operant behaviour chambers (Med Associates, VT, USA;
25 cm X 32 cm X 25.5 cm) housed inside large sound attenuating chambers. On one wall of the
chamber there was a sipper with a cue light above it. A grid floor, comprised of stainless steel rods,
was used in conjunction with contact lickometers, to record individual licks as rats consumed solutions
from a spout recessed 5-10 mm from the chamber wall. A circular hole in the ceiling of the operant
chamber allowed the patch cord to pass through allowing full, free movement of the animal during
photometry recording sessions. Rats were initially trained to lick for sodium saccharin solution (0.2%
in distilled water; Sigma 47839) during 60 min sessions, with saccharin freely available from the spout.
To encourage rats to start licking they were food restricted overnight, 24 h prior to the first licking
session only. Rats were trained for 3-6 days until they reached a criterion of 1000 licks in a single
session.
Distraction test days were identical to lick training days, except the house light was not illuminated
and hardware was configured to deliver distracting stimuli (distractors). Distractors were triggered
following 3-5 consecutive licks within 1 s (Fig. 1A). Distractors lasted for 1 s and were pseudorandomly
chosen from the following list of stimuli: a cue light, flashing cue light, tone, burst of white noise or
combination of these. If rats paused licking following the distractor for >1 s they were deemed to be
distracted and, if not, they were deemed not distracted on that trial. To avoid rats receiving distractors
too frequently, i.e. during long trains of licks, rats had to pause licking for >1 s before the next distractor
was presented. Rats were tested on the distraction test for two days to assess habituation to the task.
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Modelled distractors
To confirm that the distraction task did not simply capture a normal pattern of licking (i.e., to verify
that animals do not – independently of distractors – show patterns of 3-5 lick bursts with pauses), we
programmatically determined when rats would have received distractors during normal licking
sessions. This allowed us to determine, according to the interlick interval following the distractor, if
rats would have been classified as distracted or not and thus provided a baseline on lick training days
against which we could compare behaviour from distraction days. Modelled distractors on lick days
were compared to real distractors on distraction days.

Histology
Immunohistochemistry was used to verify fibre implant sites in the VTA and to check the extent of
regional viral expression. At the end of experiment, all rats were terminally anesthetised with
isofluorane and sodium pentobarbital (5 ml/kg) before being transcardially perfused with ice-cold
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Following perfusion,
brains were removed and placed in 4% PFA for 24 hours before being transferred to a cryoprotectant
30% sucrose solution in PBS for at least 3 days. 40 µm coronal sections were made using a freezing
microtome and stored in 5% sucrose solution in PBS with 0.02% sodium azide until staining.
Free-floating sections were first incubated in blocking solution (3% normal goat serum, 3% normal
donkey serum, 3% Triton-X in PBS) for 1 h before incubation with primary antibodies (1:1000 antityrosine hydroxylase, #AB152, Millipore UK; 1:1000 anti-GFP, #A10262, Fisher Scientific, UK) in
blocking solution at room temperature on a shaker for 18 h. Next, sections were incubated with
secondary antibodies (1:250 donkey anti-Rabbit IgG 594, AlexaFluor, Fisher Scientific, UK and 1:250
goat anti-Chicken IgY 488, Life Science Technologies) in PBS for 90 min at room temperature.
Sections were mounted on slides using Vector Shield hard-set mountant (Vector Labs, UK). Between
all steps, sections were washed three times with PBS for 5 min and gently agitated on a laboratory
shaker. Slices were imaged using an epifluorescent microscope (Leica, UK) to determine fibre
placement and virus expression with the Paxinos & Watson (2007) rat brain atlas used as reference.

Statistical analyses
All photometry and behavioural data were extracted from TDT files and analysed using custom Python
scripts available at https://github.com/mccutcheonlab/distraction-peters/releases/tag/v1.0. These
extracted data included signals for both photometry streams (calcium-modulated and isosbestic light
levels) and timings of individual licks (onsets and offsets of contact with lickometer) and distractors
(time stamps of delivered distraction stimuli). Raw TDT data files and extracted data files are available
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at https://www.doi.org/10.25392/leicester.data.12732734. The calcium-modulated signal was
corrected for artifacts and bleaching using the isosbestic signal as a reference (Lerner et al., 2015).
Once data were extracted, the corrected photometry signal was aligned to individual events
(distractors or modelled distractors) and normalised to a 5 s baseline before the event of interest. For
statistical analyses all data were expressed as means and Python or SPSS.24 (Chicago, USA) was
used to perform mixed ANOVAs or t-tests, and receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) analysis, where
appropriate. All assumptions of sphericity, homogeneity of variance and normality were satisfied
unless otherwise stated. Alpha was set at p < .05, all significance tests were two-tailed, and Bonferroni
was used to correct for multiple comparisons.

Results
Rats pause ongoing saccharin consumption in response to external distractor stimuli
First, rats were trained to lick for saccharin solution over several 1 h sessions (3-6 days). Once rats
had reached a stable amount of licking they experienced a distractor session in which a distracting
stimulus was presented every time they made 3-5 licks within 1 s (see Methods for full details and
Fig. 1A). This session was followed the next day by a second identical distraction session (termed
habituation; Fig. 1A). To quantify changes in behaviour between the sessions with distractors and the
licking session that preceded them, we calculated when distractors would have occurred in the first
session (hereafter called modelled distractors) and examined the likelihood of rats pausing their
licking by chance after 3-5 licks even with no distractor present. Our analysis showed that there was
a low, but non-zero probability, of rats pausing licking (defined as >1s) after 3-5 licks in this session
(3.5 ± 1.0%). However, in the sessions in which distractors were present the probability of rats
pausing after a distractor was 48.4 ± 6.9% and 23.8 ± 6.1% for the first and second sessions,
respectively. This pattern is demonstrated by the representative raster plots of licking aligned to
distractors (Fig. 1B). Indeed, statistical analysis with one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed
that during distraction sessions rats’ likelihood of pausing changed, relative to the previous session
when no distractors were present (Fig. 1D; F(2,24)=28.5, p<0.001). As such, the likelihood of
distraction changed across the sessions with there being a greater percentage of distracted trials on
the first distraction day (Bonferroni corrected, p=0.0001) and the second distraction day (p=0.017),
relative to the day without distractors. Moreover, habituation to the distractors was also observed as
there was a significantly lower probability of rats being distracted on the second distraction day,
relative to the first (p=0.0004).
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In addition, we examined how duration of the pause after each distractor (or modelled distractor)
changed across the three days (Fig. 1C and 1E). Analysis of log-transformed pauses revealed that
the duration of this pause changed significantly across days (F(2,24)=23.0, p<0.0001). As such, the
average pause was longer on both the first and second distraction days (p=0.0002 and p=0.017,
respectively) than it was on the day without distracting stimuli. Again, demonstrating that habituation
to the distractor occurred, the pause was shorter on the second distraction day than on the first
distraction day (p=0.001).

We were also curious as to whether there was a difference in licking behaviour – including in the
period before the distracting stimulus - on trials in which rats were distracted vs. those on which they
were not. To examine this, we pooled trials from the first distraction session for all rats and divided
them based on our distraction criterion of a pause for >1 s following the distracting stimulus. We then
conducted ROC analysis on binned licking data comparing distracted to non-distracted trials (Fig.
2A). As expected, based on our selection criteria, we found that there were significant differences
between distracted and non-distracted trials in the 1 s following the distractor. In addition, there was
no difference in the 2 s preceding distractor stimulus as criteria to trigger a distractor include a 1 s
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pause before a 3-5 lick burst. Interestingly, however, we found that these two classes of trials –
distracted and non-distracted – also differed significantly both in the 15 s post-distractor period and
in the 5 s pre-distractor period. In particular, differences in the period preceding the distractor indicate
that the greater the rate of ongoing licking in the several seconds preceding occurrence of a distractor,
the less likely a rat is to be distracted. We examined this across all rats by comparing the average lick
rate before (Pre: -5 to 0 s) and after the distractor (Post: +1 to +15 s) between distracted and nondistracted trials (Fig. 2B). We found that the lick rate on distracted trials was significantly lower than
on non-distracted trials both before (t(12)=2.6, p=0.021) and after presentation of the distractor
(t(12)=7.6, p<0.0001).
In summary, our behavioural model shows that in many but not all cases presentation of a distracting
stimulus will cause rats to pause in their ongoing licking and that this pause can vary greatly in its
duration representing anything from a brief interruption to termination of a meal. The effectiveness of
these distractors habituates relatively quickly so that in a second session, the distractors are far less
likely to interrupt consumption. Finally, rats’ lick rate leading up to presentation of a distractor also
seems to influence the effectiveness of a distracting stimulus with elevated lick rates being less likely
to predict distraction

VTA activity increases in response to distractor presentations
To assess how neural activity in VTA was associated with presentation of distracting stimuli we used
fibre photometry to record fluctuations in calcium in VTA neurons during behaviour. Rats were injected
with GCaMP6s in the VTA and fibre photometry cannulas were implanted 0.1 mm above virus
injection (schematic in Fig. S1). Histology confirmed that 13 probes were correctly placed and no
animals were excluded due to incorrect placements or lack of viral expression at the fibre site (Fig.
S1B shows probe locations).
We first considered whether presentation of distracting stimuli affected neural activity by comparing
the photometry signal between modelled day (when no distractors were present) and the first
distraction day. For this comparison all photometry data were aligned to distractor or modelled
distractor and converted to Z-scores. ROC analysis was used to compare each individual 1-s time bin
from 5 s before until 15 s after each distractor on all trials from the modelled distractor and first
distraction day (Fig. 3A). This revealed that neural activity only differed in 3 consecutive time bins
occurring following the distractor (Bonferroni corrected p’s<0.05). To confirm these findings, we
examined this and the adjacent epochs by averaging selected bins and comparing the different trials
across rats (Fig. 3B). As suggested by the ROC analysis we found that in the epoch 1-4 s after the
distractor neural activity was significantly elevated when distractors were present, relative to the
modelled day that preceded it (paired t-test: t(12)=2.8 , p=0.015). In contrast, in the period before the
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distractor (-5 to -1 s) and several seconds after the distractor (+5 to +15 s) there were no differences
between the modelled and distraction days (t(12)=0.7, p=0.471 and t(12)=0.4, p=0.672, respectively).
Thus, occurrence of distracting stimuli was associated with a transient (3 s) increase in neural activity.

VTA responses are greater on distracted trials compared to non-distracted trials
Next, we wanted to know whether the neural response to distracting stimuli differed depending on
whether rats were distracted (i.e. paused their licking) or not. To explore this we separated trials from
the first distraction day into distracted and not distracted and performed ROC analysis on the aligned
and normalised photometry signal (Fig. 4A). This analysis revealed that neural activity was
significantly elevated for a prolonged time period following the distractor on distracted trials vs. nondistracted trials (Bonferroni corrected p’s<0.05). When we averaged this entire epoch (1-15 s following
the distractor) and compared across all rats we found that neural activity was significantly greater on
distracted trials vs. not distracted trials (Fig. 4B; paired t-test: t(12)=3.9 , p=0.002). Thus, neural
activity in the VTA was altered not just from the presence of a distracting stimulus but also based on
whether the rat paused its licking or not.
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VTA responses to distractors do not habituate as rapidly as behaviour
Rats’ behavioural response to distracting stimuli habituated markedly from the first to the second
session that included distractors as shown by the reduction in the likelihood of distraction and a
decrease in the post-distraction pause (Fig. 1D and 1E). To test whether this change in behaviour
was associated with a change in VTA neural activity we compared fibre photometry responses to the
distractor between these two sessions.
When all trials were included in the ROC analysis we found no difference in the response to distractors
between the distraction and habituation day in any time bin (p’s > 0.05 for all time bins; Fig. 5A). Thus,
neural activity evoked by distractors does not reflect differences in behaviour observed. We
proceeded to consider whether there would be differences between these two days if we separated
trials into distracted or non-distracted trials. However, comparison either of only the distracted trials
(Fig. 5B) or only the not distracted trials (Fig. 5C) also failed to reveal any difference between the first
distraction and habituation day (for both comparisons p’s > 0.05 for all time bins).
In conclusion, during ongoing licking, presentation of distracting stimuli evokes neural activity in VTA
and this response does not rapidly habituate despite significant habituation of behaviour (i.e. reduced
efficacy of distractor in producing a pause in licking).
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Discussion
Here, we have investigated how presentation of distracting stimuli during ongoing consumption affects
subsequent licking behaviour and associated neural activity in VTA. In brief, we find that distracting
stimuli, as predicted, cause rats to interrupt their licking and that this behavioural effect habituates
such that the stimuli are less likely to distract rats on the second day they are presented. Neural
activity in VTA was associated with some of these effects and was evoked by distracting stimuli. In
addition, on trials in which rats were distracted, neural activity was elevated, relative to trials in which
rats continued to lick. Finally, the neural signal appeared slower to habituate than the behaviour as
we found no differences in the magnitude of neural activity produced on the second day distractors
were presented compared to the first despite significant changes in behaviour.
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Our results are broadly consistent with (O’Connor et al., 2015) who showed lick-triggered distracting
stimuli lead to immediate interruption of licking in a large percentage of cases. Our results expand
this by examining in more fine-grained detail the effect on licking behaviour and how responses to
these distracting stimuli habituate over time. Here, novel stimuli (visual and auditory cues) presented
during consumption lead to pauses in licking. This behaviour, and its accompanying VTA neural
response, fits with salience accounts of VTA dopamine neurons which respond to neutral and novel
cues. Increased VTA activity may promote exploration of potentially important stimuli in the
environment by promoting orienting responses towards potential threats or opportunities. Activity of
midbrain structures such as VTA is known to invigorate behaviour in reward contexts but VTA activity
may also play a dual role in enabling animals to attend to stimuli in the environment to promote
learning about cues and their outcomes (Nicola, 2010; Walton et al., 2011).
Once distractor stimuli become less novel – with repeated presentation across two sessions – they
are less effective in disrupting ongoing consumption. Given that these stimuli are not predictive of
either reward or punishment (they are inconsequential and the environment is stable), this is
consistent with the function of dopamine neurons in reinforcement learning. The information carried
by these cues is no longer driving exploration and an exploitation strategy is more fruitful, therefore
the rats continue to lick for saccharin. However, we find that the distractor-evoked VTA activity
remains despite this behavioural habituation. It is possible that the VTA continues to respond to these
stimuli, perhaps excited via sensory inputs from other areas (for example, via fast signals from the
superior colliculus (Zhou et al., 2019) but that this firing response alone is not driving the
disengagement from consumption.
A limitation of our study is that the virus we have used targets VTA neurons non-specifically. As such,
we cannot ascribe these changes to a particular subset of VTA neurons. The majority of neurons in
VTA are dopaminergic (Nair-Roberts et al., 2008; Morales & Margolis, 2017) and, in fact, it is this
population of neurons that have been most extensively studied with respect to the phenomena and
processes likely to be engaged by our behavioural paradigm. There is well known heterogeneity within
the VTA in terms of cell type, inputs and outputs as well as functional differences in responses to
stimuli (Brischoux et al., 2009; Lammel et al., 2011; Besson et al., 2012). As well as dopamine
neurons, there is also a large population of GABA neurons some of which are interneurons and some
of which are projection neurons. These too have been shown to respond to environmental stimuli and
may contribute to the population response we have recorded here (Cohen et al., 2012). Finally, a
small number of glutamate neurons are also present although their functional role remains less well
defined (Hnasko et al., 2012; Morales & Margolis, 2017). Thus, a key question that remains how do
each of these populations contribute to the population responses we show to distracting stimuli.
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The VTA also receives substantial inputs from multiple areas and different transmitter systems, we
do not yet fully understand how these vast inputs contribute to the modulation of VTA neurons within
such tasks. In addition, cell body firing within the VTA may be separated from terminal dopamine
release (Cachope et al., 2012; Threlfell et al., 2012) which is a driver of reward behaviour. The
complex mechanisms of terminal modulation of dopamine release may contribute to the disparity in
neural activity and behaviour which we report. Tuning down terminal dopamine release (particularly
in the nucleus accumbens shell) when cues are no longer ambiguous or uncertain (i.e., when the
animal has learnt they are inconsequential) may provide a mechanism for efficiently allocating
attention to only the most behaviourally relevant events (Baudonnat et al., 2013).
Fibre photometry allows bulk population responses to be recorded. However, to simultaneously
orchestrate and coordinate several phenomena the VTA may multiplex information whereby smaller
subpopulations of neurons are responsible for representing and enacting different aspects of
behaviour. For example, a recent paper employed single cell calcium imaging to show that VTA
dopamine neurons coded sensory, motor and cognitive variables in a complex decision-making task
requiring navigation (Engelhard et al., 2019). Dopamine release across the ventral and dorsal striatum
and other projection targets may also be specific to certain phenomena with functional consequences.
A further consideration is how the internal state of the animal might influence this behaviour. We know
that an animals’ energy status can substantially shape how contending behaviours are chosen, with
more hungry animals more motivated to consume and less concerned with safety/threat detection
(Sutton & Krashes, 2020). Future experiments could investigate how manipulations to energy status
(hunger) or specific deficits (e.g. thirst, sodium or protein depletion) affect the likelihood of distractors
interrupting ongoing consumption and the consequent neural activity. The design of this behavioural
paradigm allows for the manipulation of consumed substances as well as fine grained analysis of
licking patterns and neural activity which could begin to inform us on how different need states might
modulate attention and allocation of behavioural resources.
In conclusion, our results highlight the complex role of the VTA in maintaining ongoing appetitive and
consummatory behaviours while also monitoring the environment for salient stimuli. We have gone
some way to examine how the VTA may encode multiple streams of information, but it remains to be
determined how the VTA and other areas assimilate information about external cues with learned
associations and internal states to produce adaptive behaviour to maximise positive outcomes.
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Figure S1. Viral injection and fibre placements within the VTA. (A) Schematic of GCaMP6s
injections into the VTA of rats. Rats were injected with an adeno-associated virus carrying the
calcium sensor and implanted in the VTA (0.1 mm above the viral injection site) with an optical
fibre for photometry recordings. (B) Fibre placements within the VTA, each blue square shows
the tip placement of the fibre optic for a single rat within the VTA, atlas images used for reference
are adapted from Paxinos and Watson (2007) (C) Viral spread is highlighted in green, showing
extent of GFP positive cells within the VTA. (D) Immunohistochemistry representative slice
showing GFP expression (green), TH (red) and an overlay of both. Images taken at 10X
magnification, inset square shows tip placement within that slice.
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